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Sage Ad;vice
Ken Brown has a Converstaion with
Professor Larry Alexander

Professor Lawrence Alexander is a Warren
Distinguished Professor of Law at USD. He
currently teaches in the areas of Criminal Law
and Constitutional Law and was . nice enough
to sit down and discuss-things that 1Ls can do fo
avoid the pitfalls into which many students fall.
Q:Would y~u start off telling me about your
background?
A: I went to Yale Law school and graduated in 1968
with my wife who is also is a Yale Law graduate
from 1968. We came to California arid clerked for
~ court for a couple of years. We then went into a
practice together in criminal law briefly. She then
was h,ired by the Attorney General and I was hired·
by USD. I've be-en teaching .here since 1970. .MY
wife is now the CEO of the Appellate Defenders.
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Skating T~roitgh Law School
By L(luren Stockunas; SBA Vice President
right up, ~ontinued smiling and when her music
It was August in Hershey, Pennsylvania. I
ended, she curtsied. Then, she came bopping off
was seven. It was over 100 degrees outside and the . the ice and strolled right past me. Safe and sourid.
compressors at the Hersheypark Ice Ar_ena could not
Wow. It hit me - I'm not going to die out
keep up with the sweltering heat. My · parents had
there! I can do this.
drove .over two hours through Amish country to
"And fron; the Lehigh Valley Figure
Hershey for me to skate for one minute and thirty
Skating Club, please give a warm welcome for...
seconds to Antonin Dvorak's "Slovanic Dance" in a
Lauren Stockumis." And offl went! And boy was
purple sequined dre~s.
it fun out there.
This was going to be my second figure
I don't remember how I skated. I think I
skating competition. The first one did not go well. I
got sixth place at that competition. But I remind
skated too slowly. I fell. I ended up placing second to
myself of that moment, just before I took the
last. So this time I was extra-nervous. The arena had
ice when I was seven, literally every time I feel
capacity of over 7,000 people (mind.you, only thirty
nervous, stressed, or find myself doubting my
or so adoring parents were in the audience). And the
abilities. And in law school, I feel nervous,
ice was melting. If I fell, not only was it going to
stressed, and doubt my abilities frequently.
hurt, lwas going to have to skate my whole program
As we enter this new school year, I'd like
with a giant wet spot on my tights.
to remind everyone that: you can do this. You can
I began -to panic. What was I doing? How on
get anAin Torts. Yo-µ .can get a judicial exteniship.
earth do you skate on a piece of metal that is only 1/8
You can ro.ck a mock trial tournament. And you
inch thick? I really have to land on one foot? What
can pass the bar. So go do it! . And keep these
jump comes after the Lutz? I can't breathe in this
figure skating lessons in mind:
dress! I'm going to die out there! These thoughts,
1. Take theice. Don't let the _fear of failing
and more, all raced through l.lJY mind. I just about
stop y'ou f!om raising your hand ·in class, trying
convinced myself that I didn't know how to skate ...
out for moot court, mock_trial, VICAM, or law
but then, the competitor before me took the ice.
review, running for a position in an organization;
She was so brave. She fluttered effortlessly
or applying for an · internship . .The more you
across the ice. Nailed her first three jumps. Flashed . challenge yourself, the more value you'll derive
smiles to the judges, the audience; and the 6,970
from your law school experience.
empty seats. And then she fell. She got wet. Boi,mced
Continued on Page 3

By Chad Colton; Managing Editor
· Between earthquakes, "wildfires, flooding, civil unrest, and traffic there are a lot of things that can
go wrong in Southern California. Law school shouldn'tbe one of them. Here are some exceptionally useful
A: Well, in my early years, I taught a number of .
items you should have,. a sort of Law School Emergency Survival Kit that will help you weather the coming
subjects I no longer teach. I taught Wills in my first
storm.
year. I also taught Evidence. I':ve been teaching
Backpack: Get a good one. Law school textbooks are cumbersome, heavy to lug around, and
Constitutional Law since I started here. I started
expensive to replace if you lose them. I recommend the business-oriented backpacks made by brands like
teaching Criminal Law in the 90's and I've_been
Swiss Army and High Sierra. They have a heavy duty build quality and lots of useful pockets for pens,
teaching .Criminal Law since then.
laptops,· and accessories. You don't need to spend a ton of money to get a good one if you shop around;
Costco recently had an excellent rriodel on sale for $29 _, This is an item that you will use every day for the
Q: You've been teaching first year. students for a
next three to four years, so it's worthwhile investment. Some shidents prefer a rolling carry-on, but they
long time. What are some ·mistakes you see lLs
can be awkward ifyoil spend a lot of time going up and down stairs. Do l)Ot buy a briefcase: that's for after
make that can be avoided?
you graduate. A briefcase won't have nearly the capacity for all the things you will need, and it's kind of
pretentious for a student.
A: I would say there are two fundamental mistakes
Continued on Page 5
that students make. One is some students are just
completely disorganized -: they have disorganized
lives. Sometimes there is a lot going on in their
lives so their disorganization is not . really their
v
"'
fault. It is just something that comes with their life.
~
For other students, they slip into habits they had
~•
as "undergraduates. I pr:obably told your class this.
A
,
,,.
.,...
"I
...'
One of the traps of attending a law school where
undergraduates are also on campus is that you get the
feel of a continuation of what you were doing over
the past few years. It's easy to fall into the habits
SBA President Keith Van Wagner Welcomes ·
Nicole Stenoish Recaps_a Busy S:upreme
that one acquired while you were an undergraduate.
the Incoming Class of Students
Court Calendar from this Summer.
Obviously, these habits got you through _and maybe
Page 3.
Page 4.
you did well, but they are frequently unlikely to be

Q: What subjects have you taught over the years?

a

~

(,

•• •

' "''., '

-

of benefit when you:are in law school. I tell people to
· treat this like the first day of a regular job and to take
the same h~bits you would take into the WO_!"kplace
The other thing, and it goes with the first, is I tell
people to be ~ompulsive - meaning if you don't
understand something, make sure you understand it
., before the next class occurs. This is because much
of what you learn in law school, particularly iri the ·
first year, is a series of building blocks .. I( you don't .
build the right foundation, you won't understand
what comes later.
Continued on Page 3
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Its Primary Season! Brody Bums Welcomes
the Readers to·the Insanity of the Season.
Page 5. -
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~oftball

is Right Around the Comer - With
Commissioner Cody Wisniewski
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Letter frOm the Editor
.....

Greetings, fellow law students!
. Epch possess incredible journalistic · super powers.
I know what you 're thinking. · "Hey, aren't When our powers are combined, we rival those · of
OU the actor who plays Jamie Lannister on HBO s
Captain Planet and the Planeteers.
incredible series, Game of Thrones?" Or, "are the
·We are currently looking/or writers. Our c;alls
SCHOOL OF LAW
Denver Broncos really going to win the Super Bowl to Harper Lee have so far gone unanswered, but I am
this year?" And, "what is this strange, non-digital, undeterred. Shes back in the game. And JK. Rowling,
· thing I am looking at? "
if you 're reading _this, I want you to know that you 're
MOTIONS .·
The answers to those enlightening questions · myPatronus, so expect a good amount of invocations
Published Since 1963
·
are: I get that all the time, but unfortunately no I am this year.
Formerly -The Woolsack
This is also an ·open call for content to the
not the Kings/ayer; of course the Denver Broncos
are going to win the Super Bowl (what kind of entire USD Law community lf you haven 't had the
5998 Alcala Par.k
. question is that?!?); and its a newspaper! Crikey! chance to see your name in the grainy ink that is
San Diego, CA 92110
Shh ... you don't want to startle the endangered neYl!sprint yet, then you really are missing out. Its
619~260-4600, ext. 4343
species.
like seeing your name splashed on a Vegas marquee,
motions@sandiego.edu
You are in fact holding the first issue of except without the Vegas lights or the Vegas marquee.
www.motionsonl~ne .org
Motions for the 2015-16 school year. This issue
In all seriousness, welcome to the n.ew
is the firs{ of eight planned print editions. In the students, and welcome back io the returning students.
Our mission is to provide news,
ast, Motions has printed twice-a-semester, but It is our goal to be the voice of the USD Law student
information, analysis and commentary
this year we are doubling our prints. As much of body. We would lov_e to provide a .venue for creative
to the students, faculty, and staff of the
the industry downsizes, -we are expanding. Print is expression for the entire USD Law community. If you
University of San Diego, the University
alive and well! Take that business analysts! Take ever have any ideas, then please bring them to me. lf
of San Diego School of Law, and the
that undergraduate academic advisor who to_ld me you ever have any complaints, then please take them
general legal community of San Diego.
. that journalism wasn't an ideal major! (Good thing to Ken or Chad. I look forward to putting out a high
We believe thatjournalistic excellence is
I opted for political science, thats where all the quality newspaper this year and
the soundest foundation for success. We . "obs are hiding.)
serving as the newest
pledge to seek and report the truth with
I am the new Editor-in-Chief of Motions. I Editor-in-Chief
honesty; accuracy, and fairness. These
have stepped into th_e snug wedges pf the departed
principles-are cautiously guarded by each . Stacy Hostetter. And it. feels great, minus the
Excelsior,
-member of the Motions staff.
womens shoes. I have assembled a team ofsuperBrody Burns .
editors je_aturing Ken Brown and Chad Colton. EDITOR~IN-CHIEF

Brody Burns

MANAGING EDITOR .
Chad Colton

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Ken Brown

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Ian Frost, Nicole Stenoish,
Lauren Stockunas, Keith Van Wagner.
Cody Wisniewski _

.ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
Irene Meloney

Director for Law Student Affairs

SUBMISSIONS

Motions welcomes articles, letters, guest
columns, complaints, and commentaries.
All submissions must be original work
and indude valid attribution information.
We reserve the :dght to edit for content,
length, style, and the general requirements of good taste:

DISCLAIMER ·

The contents of-this newspaper do not
reflect the views or opinions of the University of San Diego School of Law, the
University of San Diego School of Law
News Organization, or the Editors, Directors, or Staff of this newspaper and are
_ solely the products of the ~uthors in their
individual capacities. Unsigned editorials
reflect only the view of the Editorial Board
of this newspaper, a Student Organization
cons.i stent with University of San Diego
School of Law policies.

-Dear First-Year l(en ...
By Ken Brown, Associate Editor
relate (unless they are attorneys - in which case they'll
Wow! IL year. It seems like just yesterday I probably correct you). Talk about things you usually
was in your shoes. I remember the anxiety of failing. talk about. Hang out with the people you usually harig
The fear of the unknown. And the excitement of . out with. At the end of the day, you are more than just a .
doing something great. To be honest, those feelings law student. Be yourself and remind others that you are
will never fully leave you. Yo~'ll get a lot of advice still yourself, even though you are busier than usual.
over the next couple of months .:_ some good and
4. Ask for help when you need it
· some bad~ For instance, the Law Student Affairs
Chances are you may try to take on everything
Office will likely tell you to do all your readings, on your own. You'll putthe entire weight of the first year
to create your own outlines, and to treat school like on your' shoulders. You'll take it all on because you're
a -full-time job. Financial Aid will tell you to be tough. But you can't do it completely on your own. No
careful with yoµr money since a large number of us one can. You have a network of family, friends, fellow .
will graduate with six-figures in debt. Some 2Ls and law students, and many resources in the law school and .
3Ls will tell you to focus on exam prepar_ation early on campus that are ready to be a great support system
in the semester. All of that advice is useful. ButifI to you.- lfy<;m'te depressed one day, call a friend. Go to
could go bacl(, put my arm around my lL-sel,f, this lunch and talk it out. Take an afternoon off. If you don't
is what I would say.
understand something, then go ask for help. Asking for
help doesn't make you weak, it means you know your ·
1. Take a deep breath and relax - you're not
going to flunk out
limitations and it will help you be more successful. A*
I get that you're stressed out. You showed for help when you need it, and be willing to give help
up to your first day of class and everyone else seems when others need it.
much smarter than you. An_d then you made-a fool
5. Help others regularly
out of yourself when you didn't know the case jn
When your classmate asks for volunteers to
Civil Procedure. And then you did terrible on your help out at the Clean Sl~te Clinic - go volunteer! When
. first midterm, which was worth · a whopping 5 your friend needs help moving on a Saturday, leave the
percent of your grade. Well guess what, it doesn't library for a few hours. When your buddy is struggling
matter. Everything is ·going to be ok. . Just keep to understand a concept in Torts, help him understand. In
working hard. Keep trying. And keep reading those the long run, you'll be compensated for helping others
· cases you don't understand in Civil ~rocedure. You as an attorney. At the end of the day, you didn't go to
will walk out of-every exam thinking you failed it, law school because you want a job that pays $160,000
but you will not fail a single one. You can do it. So a year. You didn't go to law school for the fancy title
take a minute and relax,.
at your 10 year high school reunion. You went to law
2. Find time for yourself
· . school because deep down inside, you wanted to help
Don't be a law student 100 percent of the people. Don't forgetthat. Start now making a difference
time. Keep playing pickup. basketball on Tuesday in other's lives. Help people. Remember.you are. more
nights. Join a law school intramural softball team. than just a law student. Sure, law school is going to be Spend time with your family. Read a non-case book a big part of your life. An important part of your life.
once in a while. Watch football. Fmd time to for And it might be the hardest thing you've ever dope. -It
yourself, outside of law s.chool, or you'll drive will change the way you think, write, and look at the
.
world. Just don't stop being who_you are. You came to
yourself crazy.
3. Don't alienate your non-law school friends
law school a good person with plans to make the world
fitmiJy members
.
better. Don't lose sight of that
Talk about things other than law school
-Ken Brown is a 3L
with your friends/family. Don't explain personal
· interested in the field of
jurisdiction or the Erie doctrine to your Mom and
Employment Law
Dad. They won't understand it. (Honestly, you
won't either!.) They will nod their heads and tell
y.ou how proud they are of you, but they won't truly

Page 3
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Skating.Through ,C ontinued ...

Sage Advice Continued ... . ·

2. Don't ever be embarrassed or ashamed when you fall. Everyone falls, but not everyone bounces
back gracefully. Take responsibility for your mistakes, implement criticism, and finish strong.
· 3. Draw inspiration froin skaters past. You're classmates are extremely talented. Look to them
for support. Also, don't be shy to ask upperclassmen for advice. They've been in your shoes and have some
awesome experiences under their belts. Buy them c.offee in ~xchange for insight. . . Law students love coffee.
4. Hire a good coach. Participate.in the Mentor-Mentee Program, go to your professors' office hours,
utilize Career & Professional Development, and reach out to alumni for guidance. No one will hold your hand
through law school, so be proactive about seeking advice. .
5. Practice makes perfect. Put the time into your studies a~d do practice questions from old exams
and commercial supplements throughout the semester to stay on top of the material.
6. Keep smiling. You're reputation is important in law school. Many of your·classmates will be yout ·
colreagues in the near future. Always be kind. Never be a jerk.
7. H ave fun. Don't make the mistake of viewing la~ school as a means to an end. Law school is .
what you make it- IL will only be "I Hell" if that's the mindset you come in with. USD Law will present you
with so many once in a lifetime opportunities. Be present and involved in the USD Law cominunity by taking
advantage of as
many of the educational, networking,
and _social events as possible. (*Read Sidebar!).
/
.
.
.
. 8. Be proud, but humble. Law school is hard work! If you "CALI" a class, please don't brag; but do
be proud. Treat yourself to a -Sutfin' California burrito from Lucha Libre with extra creamy green sauce and
an ice-cold San Diego craft beer. You earned it!
·Good luck this year! If you find that you need
advice or just someone to remind you that you're
awesome and that you can do this law school thing then please don't hesitate to reach out and email
me at: stockunas@sandiego.edu.

August 2015

-Lauren Stockunas is a ·
· 2L interested in Civil ·
Litigation ·

Welcome to th·e Class of 2018 -

Q: What ~re some mistakes you see lLs ' make
that can be avoided?

A:Frequently pec:ple think they understand things
because they've memorized them, but when it
comes time for an exam it turns out they really djdn't
understand them at all. I tell people to test their
understanding. There's a rule of thumb - if you can
explain the doctrine to a precocious 10 year·old then
maybe you understand it. If you can't, then maybe
you don't.
Being organized and being compulsive go together.
Don't get behind. Don't ·miss class. Professors
tend to test on what they cover in class. Those are
the things they tend . to t;_hink are most important.
If you have to miss class, get someone to record .
it for you. Don't trust other people's notes. Other ·
people have a different take on things than you do.
Visit the professor's office. If you don't understand
s'omething, check with the professor. The other thing
to do is to sort of live it and breath it. Think about
it and argue with yow friends. about it. If a doctrine
seems silly after class, talk to a friend about it. This
is how you become good at it. Thos~ are the macro
tips.
Q: A lot ·of the incoming students worry ·about
their grades and their potential to get a job after
graduation. Do you feel USD is a g ood place to be
building our careers?

any single individual is the one that makes them A: I think the ctnswer to that is yes. One of the things
By K~ith Van Wagner, SBA President
happy. So if you came here to practice transactional that students may not know because of the kind of
Welcome to law school; class of 2018. ·
As the President of the Stiident Bar ·law, but realized shortly after classes began, that you information that is out there, such as the U.S. News
Association, and as a third-year law student, I would really want to represent the environment and ·it makes . and World Report, is that the faculty here is known like to take.this opportunity to give yoi:i some advice. you beyond · happy? Ignore those transactions! Go as one of the greatest faculties in the country. You
Chances are, you've had your share ofii:dvice during environmental law! If you came here to shine in court, . have th,e opportunity with a faculty with that level
Orientation, and you've probably heard some of this and then realized that court is silly, and you want to of sophistication and prestige to learn things really
already. But I think this advice is important enough shine behind a ccimput@r monitor and do research all deeply and well. As my wife will say, because she 's
to say again, not rushed by the pressures of .th_e day, then if it makes you happy, follow that path. My the hiring person at her fipn, what she is looking for
advice is to not pursue ·goal A, if goal A doesn't truly are people who are sophisticated intellects. It isn't so ·
podium.
make
y ou enjoy what you are doing. Life 's too short. -much what you took in 1aw school, but it's what kind
First, enjoy yourself while you're here.
Don't
forget who you are. People are generally at their ' of intellectual skills you have learned. As she says,
You're in _law s~hool now, which to some students
is a placeholder until they find out their true calling, · best when they do something that makes them happy. "talent will trump experience any day in hiring." I
· Third, don't be afraid to ask your classmates think you' ll get mixed messages about this. Some
and to .others is a dream come true. No doubt you'll
for
advice;
help, or friendship. I was told, during people will tell you to specialize and narrow your
hear amazing facts, statistics, stories, and accolades
orientatiol;l,
that
USD is not like other law schools focus . I think just the opposite. I think a resume that
from professors and administrators about how this is ·
the best decision you've ever made. Regardless of because we are not as cutthroat. Now, I have never shows broad intellectual curiosity is one that is more
why you are here, or why you made the decision to attended other law schools, so I have no idea about the impressive. I also think people don't know what
enroll, you are here. So you might as well enjoy your veracity of that statement, but I'd like_to believe it's they'll be doing in 10 years. We have a lot of people
time at USD and have fun. What's unique about your true. With the inevitable exception of a· few gunners in our graduate tax program who were scared of tax
law school experience is the fact that USD is located whoy_o u'llsoonfindyourselfvexedby,yourclassmates before law school, and they took tax in law school .
in a pit of horrible weather, with frigid temperatures, . should be a: giant, new, eclectic group of friends, This and now they are tax lawyers. Take advan~age of
and very little social activities. Jt's brutally sunny will make more sense as you come to terms with the the people on the faculty ·that have top reputations:
and seventy degrees nearly every day of the year. So fact that you are stuck with the same sixty to seventy Rather than take courses · by their subject ll1atter,
take advantage of that and run with it. Don't simply students for the entire first year. You essentially live choose prof:ssors. When you have a go~d p~ofessor,
shut yourself in the library, which you'll soon come with them, a}l day, every dai Monday through Frid<J.y: - you learn thmgs no matter what the subject is.
to kno:w only as tne· LRC for brevity, watching your Chances are, you'll socialize with them on Saturday
·
skin warp !ind pale under the artificial lighting while and Sunday as well. Don't be afraid to reach out for
-Ken Brown is a 3L
you ·attempt to learn and master everything that .is help. And if you find that your IL peets are not able to
interested in the field of
law. Go to the beach, or for those sufferii-'i.g from UV- . inform you of the intricacies of a Constitutional Law
Employment Law
sensitivity, explore a museum in Balboa Park. Or multiple-choice exam, or what exact benefit the model
more imp9rtantly, hang .out with your classmates as penal code serves, then ask a 2L. Or a 3L. Second and
no doubt you _will all want to talk about the amount third year students are especially useful as mentors, so
of time you spend in the LRC, while secretly feeling sign up for the mentorship program. With luck, they .~
guilty for not spending more time in the LR,C. Join have answers to all of your quef:!tions. Without luck,
a club, or two, or 30, because w~ have even more you add another person to your do-not call list Either
than that. Play intramural sports. Run for senate. way, you know .a little bit more than you did before
Drag race. Wear drag. Do whatever you desire, but trying. But do riot be .afraid to .ask for help, eith.er
try not to exhaust yourself solely on the dusty tomes . in understanding your legal: topic of concern, or in
of legality. Live a little. School is hard, and time wondering when the best time to arrive iii the parking
consuming, so don 't let yourselfqum out on it.
lot is for a spot (10 AM. Any earlier is ridiculous) . .
Second, don't forget who_you are, why you
. Finally, if you're worried about approaching·
came here, or who you strive.to.become. If you came someone you don't really know, my name is Keith Van
here to leverage your personal marketable value into Wagner. I'll answer anything and help-out in any way
a human of portfolio of wealth, go for it. If you came I can. Have a great year.
here to levy the plight of the .downtrodden and fight
the injustices e>f justice, go for it. Just try not to forget
-Keith Van Wagner
why you, as an individual, came to law ·school. I
is a 3L interested in
don't mean to suggest that the only acceptable path
Criminal Law
for any one individual is the path they decided on
before walking through these chimerical gates of
wisdom. Far from it! I believe the right path for.

Call for Submissions...
Motions is always looking
for new content. If you are
an aspiring writer, poet,
photographer, artist, or
you just want a medium
to express your creativity,
then please contact us at
motions@sandiego.edu
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Supreme Review: A Recap of Recent Decisions

By Nicole Stenoish
,
Lethal Infection: ·In Glossip v. Gross, the
The Supreme Court decided 26 cases . this . Court decided 5-4 that states may continue using
past June. The decisions made affected people in midazolam, a sedative involved the Oklahoma lethal
many crucial ways, -including decisions affeding . ..,,, injection process, despit.e the fact .that midazolai:n has
whether a couple can tie theknotto whether a family been connected te> botched death penalty ·executions.
can pay for healthcare. From the Notorious RBG The Court did not find sufficient evidence to conclude
(Ginsburg) to the _Italian Stallion (Scalia), here is that the use of the sedative in the protocol violated the.
how the Court ruled on some of the major decisions Constitution's ban on cruel and unusual punishment.
- .
" The use of .the dnigprotocoI, included the case of
from this past ten;p. ·
Same Sex Marriage: In Obergefell v. Clayton Lockett, an Oklahoma inmate who was given
Hodges, the Court decided 5-4 that both the Due the lethal injection c~cktail, but did not die until about
Process Clause and Equal Protection·Clause, of the 40 minutes later of ·a heart attack.
Employment Discrimination: In Equal
Fouiteenth Amendment, guarantees the right to samesex marriage. Same sex marriage was previously Employment Opportunify Commission v. Abercrombie
·allowed in thre~ dozen states but ·. the ~here were & Fitch Stores, the Court decided 8-1 that Plaintiff; a
iSsues on whether the states that did not recognize teenage girl, was not required to mak~ a request for
same sex marriages were required to recognize such religious accommodation for wearing a hijab when
marriages performed elsewhere. Justice Kennedy . applying for a position at the store. The company had
wrote in closing for the Majority, that "They ask for declined to hire her because the scarf clashed with the
equal dignity in the eyes ofthe law. The Constitution company's dress code.
grants them that right." All four dissenters authored
Pollution Limits: The Court heard three
an individual dissenting opinion, including Justice separate but related environmental regulation 'cases
Scalia who wrote that the Majority opm10n was related to the Clean Air Act. The CoUrt found that the
"lacking even a thin veneer of law."
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had violated
H ealth Care Subsidies . in the Patient the Act in their application of limits on emissions -of .
Reform and Affordable
Care
Act: In King v. certain pollutants (including Mercury) from power
-ii'
•
Burwell, the Court decided 6-3 that tax subsidies . plants. Specifically, the Court ruled the EPA had failed
were being provided lawfully in both the state-run to consider a cost-benefit analysis prior to setting the
exchanges, as. well as in ·states which had decided · limits and this application was deemed unreasonable.
not .to run individual state-level marketplaces. This
Social Media and Free Speech: In Elonis v.
ruling prevented six million peopl~ from loosing their United States, the Court ~ decided that prosecutors did
health care subsidies, which would have probably not fully establish the requisite subjective intent of the
led to higher prices for everyone iµ those markets.
defendant, in a case where the man posted threatening

rap lyrics on Facebook. "Tone Dougie" posted
rap lyrics containing graphically vi9lent language
and imagery concerning his wife, co-workers, the ·
FBI and· a kindergarten class and was indicted on
five counts for posting these threats. This case was
decided on statutory grounds without reaching the
First Amendment issues.
Confederate Flag and Free Speech: In
Walker v. Texas Division of Sons of Confederate
V,eterans, the Court decided 5-4 that Texas was free to
reject specialty license plates bearingthe Confederate
Flag. License plates constitute governmental speech,
giving Texas more control over the content and the ..
right to reject the cortfederate flag proposal. As of
late June, nine states still aliowed the Confederate
Flag to be featured on special version of their stateissued license.plate.
Religious ·Freedom in Prison: In Holt
v. Hobbs, the court decided 9~0 that Arkansas
corrections officials violated the religious liberty
of Muslims by forbidding them to gro,w beards out
of security concerns. The Plaintiff sought to grow a
half-inch beard while serving a life sentence.
The Court will hear new cases on October 5, 2015.

-Nicole,Stenoish is
a 2L interested in
Governmental Law and
International Politics

Supreme Court Profiles
Chief Justice John Roberts

Associate Justice Clarence Thomas

Associate Justice Samuel Alito

A.B. and J.D. from Harvard
Associate Counsel to President Ronald Reagan
Served on the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir.
Nominated by President Bush, took seat in 2005

A.B. from Holy Cross and J.D. from Yale
· Chairman of the U.S. EEOC
Served on U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir.
Nominated by President Bush, took seat in 1991

B.A. from Princeton and J.D. from Yale
U.S. Attorney, District of New Jersey
Served on U.S. Court of Appeals, 3rd Cir.
Nominated by President Bush, took seat in 2006

Associate Justice Antonin Scalia

Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

A.B. from Georgetown and LLB. from Harvard
Professor of Law at University of Virginia & Chicago
Served on the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir.
Nominated by President Reagan, took seat in 1986

B.A. from Cornell and LLB. from Columbia
Professor of Law at Rutgers University & Columbia
Served on U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir.
Nominated by President Clinton, took seat in 1993

- Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor
B.A. from Princeton and J.D. from Yale
Assistant District Attorney, New York County
Served on U.S. Court ofAppeals;2nd Cir.
Nominated by President Obama, took seat in 2009

Associate Justice Anthony Kennedy

Associate Justice Stephen Breyer

Associate Justice Elena Kagan

B.A. from Stanford and LLB. from Harvard
Private Practice in Northern California
Professor of Law at University of the Pacific
Served on U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
Nominated by President Reagan, took seat in 1988

A.B. from Stamord and LL.B. from Harvard
Professor of Law at Harvard Law School
Chief Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals, 1st Cir.
Nominated by President Clinton, took seat in 1994

A.B from Princeton and J.D. from Harvard
Professor of Law at Harvard Law School
Dean of Harvard Law School
Nominated by President Obama, took seat in 2010

••All Biographical Infonnation taken from http:/lwww.supremecoun.gov/about/biogrnphies..
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WelcometotheNever-Ending Presidential Primary Season
By Brody Burns, Ed_itor-in-_Chie/
Nine. Nueve. Novem. ·
That's the number of Primary Presidential
debates the. American public will have to suffer
through in_ 2015. The Republicans have five.
Democrats have four. Undoubtedly RNC Chairman
Reince Preibus, _whose-na.lne sou.nds like som~ sort
of medieval disease involving delusions ofgrandeur,
is counting it as a victory for the Party. He must be
suffering from Reince Preibus.
For those checking their calendars, don't
worry, you haven't hit 88 in the DeLorean. 1.21
gigawa1ts haven't passed through the flux capacitor.
And you're not going to have to kiss the teenage
version of your mom.
Nope, it's still 2015. The actual election is
over 400 days aw~y. The officfal Presidential debates
(See· Sweaty Nixon vs. Pqised JFK (actual ·case
name)) aren't until next summer. So what gives? One of two things has happened. Either the
Bald Eagle has erupted from Mount Rushmore and
saw its shadow - triggering the start ·of the Primary
Debate season. Or the 24-hour news cycle needs
even more laughable content from the comical cadre
of candidates. I vote the former, but it's ·likely the ·
latter.
Leading up to the 2008 · election, the
Democrats held 26 primary debates. The oniy thing
that was on TV more often in 2008, was Judge Judy
and CSL (By the way, if Judge Judy were. to appear
on an episode of CSI, then the world as we know
· it would c6llapse in on itself). In that election year,
a man who was most certainly born in Africa and
who conveniently has the same middle name as a
· former Iraqi Preside~t, s~ged to the front as a real
contender. The other real contender was a former
first lady whose shoulder pads would have intimated
most defensive linemen.
In 'the same election cycle the Republicans
held 21 primary debates, each .of which featured all
of the candidates trying to out-Reagan one another.
When all 21 -were. finished, the corpse of President
Reagan would have .polled better than any of the

As the debate season opens, here are the three
most entertaining candidates to watch.
Coming in third, is the always unpredictable
wllich zany part of government will he ·
Rand1 Paul.
.
want to cut next? My guess is the Department of
Oops! Which country would lose their foreign aid
under the Paul administration? My guess is Jamaica.
W}lich writer's Nobel Prize for Literature will be ·
revoked posthumously in order to award one to Ayn
Rand? Definitely John Steinbeck.
Taking second, is Hillary Clinton. Some six
months ago it looked like Clinton had the nominatfon
locked up, but now an up-start 73 year old from
Vermont is throwing a monkey wrench into . her
nomination. That's not ·supposed to happen! When .
you sprinkle a little entitlement on the raw woi.Jnds
of a brutal primary defeat (2008), and the~ introduce
epu llcan ar
rest en 1a an 1 a es
a new polarizing.competitor, it can make the entitled
Jeb Bush, Fmr Governor of Florida
Ben Carson, Fmr Director of Pediatric Neurosurgery,
candi_date say some strange things.
Johns Hopkins Hospital
Finally, in first place is the one candidate who
Chris Christie, Governor ·o f New Jersey
labeled Mexican immigrants criminals and rapists.
Ted Cruz, U.S. Senator from Texas
The one candidate~ ·who after courageously taking
Carly Fiorina, Fmr CEO of Hewlett-Packard
a draft deferment during Vietnarµ, called out former .
Jim Gilmore, Fmr Governor of Virginia
POW John McCain -.for not being a war hero. The
Lindsey Graham, U.S. Senatorfrom South Carolina
one ~andidate who gave out another candidate's_cell
Mike Huckabee, Fmr Governor of Arkansas
phone number. It's the Donald! He's pure, unfiltered, .·
Bobby Jindal, Fmr Governor of Louisiana
unapologetic, unintelligent, entertainment.
'
John Kasich, Governor of Ohio
Enjoy the season!
George Pataki, Fmr Governor of New York
Rand Paul, U.S. Senator from Kentucky
Rick Perry, Fmr Governor of Texas
-Brody Burns is a 3L
Marco Rubio, U.S. Senato'r from Florida
interested in Criminal
Rick Santorum, Fmr U.S. Senator from Pennsylvania
Donald Truinp, Chairman of The Trump
Law
· 01;p10ization
Scott Walker, Governor of Wisconsin

urren

emocrat1c any rest enna

an i ates

Lincoln Chaffee,-Governor of Rhode Island
Hillary Clinton, Fmr U.S. Senator and Secretary of State
Martin O'Malley, Governor of Maryland
Bernie Sanders, U.S. Senator from Vermont
Jim Webb, U.S. Senator from Virginia

Law School Su·rv1·val Cont1·nued ...

participants. The debates forced the candidates to
attack one another~ because the party was already on
the defensive following the Bush presidency. (See w
Laptop Lock: USD's ·campl!_s is generally safe and: secure. Nevertheless, thefts do occur. The onl
is for Worst Ever). So the debates just exposed the
ing worse than having your laptop go missing is having it stolen right before a major assignment or exam.
on't be a victim. You will be spending many hours in the library, and ii can b.e a pain.to pack up and carry
individual vulnerabilities of each candidate heading
into the general election against a guy who was
our laptop every time you-need to run to the,restroom. It's not recommended that you I.eave.your laptop o
defi~itely born in Africa. (See Trump can't be wrong, anything valuable lying around, but locking your laptop to a desk or chair will help deter a thief from simply
Obama was born ~n Kenya).
icking it up and carrying it away,
·
·
You read that right, there were 4 7 presidential
Flash Drive: You should regularly back up any notes and assignments that you can't live without.
primary debates held by the two major parties in the
f~our computer crashes or gets lost, you will at least have a recent copy that you can use to reconstruc
lead up to the 2008 general election. Talk about some
our work without starting over from scratch. These days there are cloud based services for data backup, bu
mu·st-see-TV!
· sometimes it's simpler to just have a tangible deviCe that you can keep with you. Most law school assignments
In the lead up to the 2012 election, the are text based, so you don't ne_ed the data capacity of an external hard drive. A handy way to keep the fl.as
Republicans downsized and only staged 20 debates. drive with you is to purchase one that can be attached to the lanyard holding your student ID.
.· · Legal pads, folders,_and pens with com_forta?le grips : Some professors will allow you to use a laptop i
Apparently 20 does equal 21, because it had the
same outcome on the candidates, except this time class to take notes; others won't. For those cla_sses that don't allow laptops, or if you prefer to take handwritte
the corpse of Nancy Regan w~mld have prob\lbly . otes, legal pads are great. An easy way to keep track of your notes is to use a separate legal pad for each class,
polled better. The most notable moment came from and to store each one in a folder or binder. You will probably end up needing more than one pad per class b
e end of the semester, and the folders will help keep your notes sorted.
·
_·
then-Texas Governor Rick Perry, who advocated
'for smaller government in one of the debates. Perry
- Re-usabl<? tumbler and tea bags: Law school is tough, and you are going to need some help stayin
told the Country that the three Federal agencies he awake. There is great coffee available at many places around campus, but if you are buying multiple cups ·
would eliminate to form a leaner government were, _ every day, the cost can add up quickly. The school has a number of water coolers that dispense hot water,
erfect for quickly brewing a cup of tea betWeen classes. Also, drinking too much coffee can make yo
the Commerce_ Department, the Deparijnent of
·Education and Oops. Clearly, going into the debate stomach feel a bit sour; not a nice feeUng halfway through a three hour lecture. Plus, by bringing your o
Perry had already cut the Texas state department
e-usable tumbler you are helping out the environment as well.
of Education. The jury is still out on what federal
Lunch bo~: Between the backpack and lunch box, it might feel like you are in third grade again.
agency is named Oops, but I suspect.it has something That's okay. You'll get over it. There are great dining options both on and off campus, but it takes time an
· to do with the Department of Muggle Affairs (You
. e cost can add up. Law school is expensive enough: do yourself a favor and bring yo~ lunch or dinner a fe
don't really think only the Brits have one of these.)
days a. week. One trick is to use the weekend to make a big batch of something that reheats well, like pasta o _
So with that as a primer, welcome -to the 2015- soup, and then eat that during the week. There are fuU sized refrigerators and microwaves on the· lower level
2016 presidential primary debate season. It's an · of Warren: Hall for this purpose. Just don't forget to re~ove your leftovers at the end of the week!
.
irregular event (like solar eclipse or a really good
USD Law hoodie : You did the work to g~t into law school, so show some pride in your achievement!
Nicholas Cage movie), so. one must truly take a · SD Law hoodies are just as practical as they. are stylish. Despite San Diego's nearly perfect weather,
ornings and evenings can be overcast and chilly. It's tough to do your best work if you are uncomfortable,
minute to cherish it when the season comes back.
But be warned, this is not the lead up to 2008, and and you might find yourself seated right underneath an air conditioning vent. A hoodie is also great if yo
viewers will not have 4 7 opportunities to watch. The
eed to curl up for a nap between classes.
.·
·
·
·
·
Democrats only have six scheduled debates at this
· Hopefully this list helps you get started.
-Chad Colton is
time. And the Republicans have 12. (B:ut we can all _, f you discover something that you find indispensable
a 2L interested in
· hope and pray that they add more - I mean, c~me over the course of the next semester,
Environmental Law
on!)
·
hen please share it with us here at Motions!

a

r

·
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San.Diego's Best Beaches
By Chad Colton, Managing Editor
Welcome. You've niade a great decision to attend law school here in San Diego. Yes, the campus is beautiful, the faculty is excellent, and
the education is un-par~lleled. But be honest, you actually came here for the beaches, right? San Diego has some of the best beaches in California,·
and by extension, the whole world. Most of them are only a quick car ride away, leaving plenty of time to squeeze in a beach trip either before or
after class. You can even rent beach accessories like surfboards and snorkel gear from the University's recreation department. Here is a run-down
of some of our favorite beaches near USD.
.
.
Torrey Pines State Beach: A very beautiful beach. TPSB features great_hiking trails .
along the bluff, a walking and .cycling path, and facilities that are managed by the
State of California. The parking fee in the main lot is high, and it can be crowded on
weekends. Free parking exists along the main: road and in pockets of the surrounding
area, but read the signs carefully. With upgraded facilities and general ease of access,
TPSB is ·a very family-friendly beach. At the south end is Blacks Beach, which has a
reputation for having excellent.surf and not-so-excellent nude humans.
La Jolla Shores: The Shores is anqther family-friendly beach. It has soft sand, easy
surf for beginners and a fun little neighborhood with quaint restaurants. Parking ·
is free and plentiful, but so are the crowds. And the sharks. Seriously, at the south
end of La Jolla Shores, before you reach the Ca.ves, there is an annual breeding
ground for Leopard Sharks and Stingrays. Both species are pretty mellow; if you are
.
cautious and gentle you can snorkel right next to them..

Pacific Beach: Just a quick drive from campus, PB has a
nice longboard surfing spot Called Old Man's at the end .
of Tourmaline St·. The locals drive old vans and seem
to hang out in.the parking lot as inuch as they surf. But ·
· they're friendly. There is also a pretty lively nightlife scene
on Gamet, which can be either really fun or totally out of
control, depending on where your night takes you.
· Mission Beach: Missi~n is the spot for all your 1980's
California Beach.Movie action. It has a ton ofbeachside
bars and restaurants, shops selling tacky souvenirs and
wacky T-shirts, eccentric street performers, and plenty
of good looking people riding beach.cruiser bikes,
skateboarding, and walking their dogs. This area has a
number of large city parking lots, most of which are free,
. and street parking can be found as well. Generally an easy
·beach to access from USD. Watch out it can tum into a zoo
on big weekends.
Mission Bay: This area is often overlooked. If you don't
want to be on the open Pacific coast, these protected
artificial bays offer calm waters. It's a perfect spot for
sailing, kayaking and stand up paddling. There are also
many spots that allow barbecues and bonfires. Mission
Bay is also known to have good fishing for small bass and
halibut, as well .as places to snorkel with Garibaldi, the
bright orange California State Fish.

Ocean Beach: OB is a unique community with its own brand of rebellion
· and a funky spirit. There is an off leash dog park at the north end, as well
as the questionable outflow of the San Diego River which creat~s a locals
only surf spot called The Jetty. Despite recent efforts, OB remains the spot
to avoid after a,rainstorm. While its rough edges still show, OB has a lot of
character. There is a lively beach volleyball scene on the weekends, and a
crusty-yet-oddly-charming main street with great food options.
Coronado: Located on an island accessible by the iconic Blue Bridge, the
Coronado beaches are spectacular. To the north there is a city beach with
free parking along the main coastal road. From here y~u c·an also walking to
the famous Hotel Del Co~onado. To the south there is a State camping area ·
called Silver Strand. The views from both beaches ~re stunrting: on a clear
day you can see from Point Loma in the north to Mexico in the south. ·
Imperial Beach: This beach is ~ocated further south and west than any
other beach in The United States; with Mexico located, literally, next door.
Somewhat of a forgotten gem, Imperial Beach has the laid back character of
a forgotten Cali beach town from long ago.
Good surf, a mellow scene, and
~·
· . ... . .
excellent bird watching opportunities
-Chad Colton is .
in the Tijuana Estuary Preserve
a 2L interested
make this beach worth the trip.
,,,,,_ t ··f" - :ti' I
in Environmental
A trip to IB -is totally worth it!
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Put me in Coach: USD Law Intramural Softball
Season is Right Around the Corner
By Cody Wisniewski, Softball Commissioner
_
That time of the year is upon us onc·e again. It's time to-limber up, dl).st off the .old glove and get ready for the battle that is law school
intramural softball. Before we look ahea4 to this year, let's take a moment to reflect on some of the good and bad oflast year. .
Fall semester was filled with a number of powerhouse 3L teams, like the interestingly named Spring Break '93, and the power hitting Torts
Illustrated, Swimsuit Edition. Even though we had less lL teams than in.years past; the lL team of Where My Pitches At was one of the largest teams
I have personally ever seen. I wasn't sure it was possible to fit 20+ people on the sideline, but they found a way, complete with a team mascot and
a refreshments station. Fall semester ran well, with very few issues on either side of the plate, despite being led by new coordinators and an almost
entirely new team of umpires and referees. Spring Break '93 won the Fall Semester Championship in a tight finals game, which came down to a lot
of close calls, over Torts Illustrated, Swimsuit Edition:
·)Tall Championship: Spring Break '93 over Torts Illustrated, Swimsuit Edition
Spring semester is generally an entirely different season, with some teams improving, while other teams indulge in a few too many winter
festivities and find themselves a little worse for wear on the diamon.d . In the spring, we saw the__ rise of a new lL powerhouse, and the first team name
rejection in recent history. I won't repeat the team name here, but if you are really interested, I'm sure you can find out. While Spring Break ' 93 and
Torts Illustrated, Swimsuit Edition were still forces to be reckoned with, Impeaches and Cream, Old-n-Slow, and the USD Sandlawt all stepped up
their game and finished near the top of the regular season stand_ings.
team was more impressive, however, then the Un-Estoppables. The massive
team tl!at was known as Where My Pitches At in the Fall Season, underwent massive ,roster changes, and emerged as possibly the best IL team to
play in the league for some time. Although they were a low seed heading into the playoffs, the fought through this seeding and emerged victorious
over all other contenders to win the Spring Semester including their decisive win over Spring Break '93 in the Spring Semester Championship game.

No

Spring Championship: Un-E~toppables over Spring Break '93
The year had ups and downs, but the important thing to remember is that
the goal ofUSD Campus Rec, and of the Grad/Law Softball L eague, is to give graduate
and law s~dents a way to vent their frustrations, andhave some fun. While we all may
be just a little bit competitive, the aim is to have some fun, relieve some stress, and spend
some time with your fellow students outside of the academic labyrinth that Is law school.
Hopefully, next year will see the return 0f many of the same powerhouse teams from
last year, along with the addition of new talent. If you are a IL reading this, softball is a must
for your first year. Class is stressful, and .you're going to need some time away from the library,
so what better place than on the softball field with your fellow classmates. You don't need to
know how to play-softball, or have ever Qlayed softball, or be particularly good at any sport,
you just need to come out, try your best, ·a nd blow off some steam. If you are an. upper level
student, and you haven't played on a teani before, it's not too late to start now. I can almost
guarantee that you will have more fun playing softball than you will editing your never-ending
footnotes assigrµnent for [insert journal name here]. Oh and don't forget, the winning team gets
championship dri-fit shirts and free Woodstock's pizza, but tlie main prize is the eternal fame
and glory that comes with being crowned the intramural softball champion of the world!
(Or at least of the USD Grad/Law league). So come out, have some fun, a~d hit a few softballs
while you play this crazy little game we call law school.)
Team registration will be early in September, so get yourteams together and keep your
eyes open. If you have any questions about softball or intramurals at all,
feel free to email me at c:wisniewski@sandiego.edu.

-Cody Wisniewski ·
is a 3L interested in
Corporate Transactional
Law

On Caillpus ·Eats: One Man's Guide on Where to Feast
By Ian Frost ·
. those magical soda dispensers that will let you .
Also, as a word of warning, you should know
Welcome.new students.! Here is all you
get Mello Yellow Zero with peach flavoring. . · that the Pavilion changes into a buffet for
dinner. You can't just go in a buy a bi.lrger
need to know about on-campus food at USD:
It will also let you get Coca-Cola with orange .
the prices are not great, the quality is passable
without having to buy access to everything ..
· flavoring, so choose wisely. It also has gelato
but nothing special. If I find myself eating
So, basically you end up paying $14 to eat as
and pay-by-weight candy which, dare I say, is
on campus, it's either because 1 got a parking
sweet! For me, Tu Mercado is my_first choice
much as you want, from a limited menu, This
won't
move_
my
car
or
.
change-over practice has caught me off guard ·
spot in the law lot and
if I am on campus, but be careful, it can have a
because there was some event with free foo_d.
pretty big line during 1unch time. Overall, I give many times after long days of studying, when I
stumble out ofthe library to grab a quick bite.
Tu Mercado four stars - good food, but you're
So, if you find yourself on campus, here is my
-studied opinion on where to eat.
I wander half-dazed thro~gh the food mall and
gonna pay for it.
There are a few differept places to eat
collect a modest meal, only to get hit up for
on camp1:1s. Aromas is a great little coffee shop
the full buffet ticket. This will happen to you at
·_ (2)Pavilion Dining: The Pavilion is the
some point, so beware of the sneaky changeover by The Immaculata. Torero Tu Go is ~
. cafeteria on the bottom floor of the Student Life
over. It's the sticker shock that gets ya, so I
food cart that sets up next to Copley Library.
Pavilion. Honestly, the cafeteria is a crap shoot.
And La' Gran_Terraza is the spot to get your
give the buffet two stars.
I've had good burgers and bad burgers, good
grandparents to- take you to during homecoming tacos and bad tacos, and consistently mediocre
Continued on Page 8
pizza. Sometimes when the. line at Tu Mercado
weekend. Mmm! Prime Rib Buffet!
However, ori a daily basil) I usually
is too long, I will venture down the rabbit hole
stick to one of three places: (1) Tu Mercado;
to thtt Pavilion. I generally play it safe with
(2) Pavilion Dining; and (3) the free food that
some white rice and sesame chicken (available
student clubs have from time to time.
only Monday and Friday). Sushi and curry are
both also adequate. The pho is awesome if you
like soup. The salad bar is a safe bet, but bring·
(l)Tu iyt:ercado (too murk-a-doo):This
· _that wallet, the charge by weight . .Overall it's
is my go-to-spot for fresh food on campus.
They have a good choice of sandwiches, salads, . the consistency that is lacking for me, .so I give
smoothies and fresh fruit. It even has one of
the Pavilion two and a half stars.
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Student Organization ofthe Issue:
Employment and Labor Law Society (EALLS)
Name: Employment and Labor Law Society (EALLS)
Mission: To provide students who are interested in employment a_n d .
labor law, opportunities to learn more about the field of practice and
network with practicing attorneys.

t--

What is Employment/Labor Law:. Employment law is the law
of the workplace. It primarily governs the relationship between an
employer and an employee, and what duties and obligations each
party owes to the other party. Labor law is primarily the law of
organized labor. It governs how unions are formed and how the
union/rp.anagement relationship plays out, including negotiations.

tri-school mixer of each of the San Diego law schools~ The Employment
and Labor student organizations from Thomas Jefferson and California
Western, worked alongside EALLS. It took a good amount of planning and
coordination, and our members put in many hours working on the mixer, but
we had a strong turnout from students and attorneys. The event was a success.

Website: https://www.facebook.com/groups/228750947275859/

Student Members: Around 100

Goals for 2015/16: Our main goal this year is to start the process of
establishing a USD Employment Law Clinic. The Employee Rights Center
in San Diego recently ended its litigation program, and the ·usD Clinics
would be a ·great place t9 fill that void. We would also like to establish a more
intimate networking program, with ideally 5 or 6 students interacting with 1
or 2 attorneys. -Finally, we are planning to start an EALLS website/blog with
.current news and opinions about developments in employment and labor law.

Highlights from· 2014/15: EALLS was able to successfully work
with the administration to implement and Employment a:rii;I Labor
Law Concentration, beginning with the Class of 2016. Another
major highlight was our organization and execution of the first

Why Should Students Join: Employment and labor law has a fascinating
dynamic, being tailbred both to the personal impact is has on an individual's
life and to overarching macroeconomic policy. Not to mention, it has the best
stories and fact patterns. ·Who doesn't love a little office gossip?

Key Officers: Ethan Reimers, President; Eric Zeiger, Vice Preside~t;
Keia Atkinson, Treasurer
Contact: ereimers@sandiego.edu

On Campus.Eats Continue ...

~

(3)Free Food: Get ready to feel some real tension when it comes to food as a lL, it's the tension between the free choice and the right choice
Many clubs will try to buy your attendance to a lunch program by offering free lunch. Be prepared to eat lots gross, yet free, Domino's Pizza. 1 call
this "grumble food'' because everyone will quietly munnur about the qtiality, as they get back in line for seconds. The Dean's Mixers on the back
patio, which are held once-a-month, are catered by campus catering. Sometimes it's excellent (Like the Thanksgiving spread) and_ other times its
average, at best. But again, it's free food, so it's hard to pass up. Basically a word to the wise, sometimes the quality directly correlates with how
much you pay. I give the free food two·different rat_ings; three stars at the beginning of the year and one and half stars~ by the end.
Honestly, the most reliable option for quality food, at a decent price, is for you to pack a lunch. There are refrigerators and microwaves in the
faw school for your convenience: Just please don't tum into the person who leaves their Indian food in there for weeks on end.
In closing, here are a few quick, local, places you must try during the next three years: .
Try the tacos at J. V. 's Mexican Food on Morena Blvd.
Get a maple bar at Rose Donuts on Linda Vista Road
Grab a breakfast burrito from Nico's Mexican Food on Morena Blvd.
Eat anything at Phil's BBQ
Grab a sandwich and side salad from Urbane Cafe on _Napa St.
Grab a teriyaki bowl from Flame Broiler on Mission Center Rd.
Jan Frost is a 3L
· And one last place:
interested
in ·the.field of
Try the Monday special at Embargo Grill in Point Loma (just ... go .. .it's totally worth it!)
. Employment Law
Jfyou ever need_any other food advice, then I'_m your~man.
-

Student Organization Fair
-

Date: Wednesday, September 16
Time: 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Location: WH Back Patio & The Writs

Participating Organizations:
Student Bar Association (SBA)
Advocates for Children and Education (ACE)
American Association for Justice (AAJ)
American Bar Association (ABA)
American Constitution Society (ACS)
Appellate Moot Court
Asian Pacific American _Law Students Association
Bia.ck Law Students Association (BLSA)
Business Law Sociefy (BLS)
California Business Practice (CBP)
Christian Legal·Society (CLS) ·
Criminal Law Society
Diversity Committee (DivCom) _
Employment and Labor Law Society (BALLS)
Environmental Law Society (ELS)
Federalist Society
Golf Law Society (GI,.S)
Health Law Society (HLS)
Immigrant Justice.Legal Society (IJLS)
Intellectual Property Law Association (IPLA)
International Law Society (ILS)
J. Reuben Clark Law Society, USD Law Student

The

Jewish Law Students Association (JLSA)
La Raza Law Students AssociationLaw Students for Reproductive Justice (LSRJ}
Legal.Strategies Group (LSG)
Lawyers Attaining Mindful Practfoes (LAMP)
Middle Eastern Law Students Association
(MELSA)
Military Bar Association
Motions
National Mock Trial Team
Phi Alpha Delta (PAD)
Phi Delta Phi (PDPf
Pride Law
Pro Bono Legal Advocates (PBLA)
Public Interest Law Foundation (PILF)
· Real Estate and Land Use Society (RELUS)
Socia_l Dance Club (SDC) Sports and Entertainment Law Soci~ty (SELS)
Students for Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP)
. Tax Law Society (TLS) ,
USO' Law Democrats Club
(USD Law Dems Club) .
Vis International Commercial Arbitration_Moot
·_(VICAM) _
Wills and Estate ]>Janning Law Society
(WELS)
Women's
Law
Caucus
.
·.
.
(WLC)

umo

e Issue

U2 - Joshua Tree
From cover to cover, this semnial
album wails. The greatest album of
the 1980s. Bar none!
Close Second: Born .in the U.S.A.
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